
SCALAWAG
“Reckoning with the South” 



Today’s Agenda

● 9:00a: Welcome & Grounding
● 9:15a: Framing today’s session
● 9:25a: Mission, vision, & value
● 9:50a: Audience growth
● 10:35a: TEN MINUTE BREAK

● 10:45a: Engagement & 
community connection

● 11:05a: Revenue growth
● 11:35a: What now, what’s next
● 11:45a: Q&A and close



Our Team

Cierra Hinton
Executive Director-Publisher

Lovey Cooper
Managing Editor

Alysia Nicole Harris
Arts & Soul Editor

Katherine Webb-Hehn
State Politics Editor

Saif Wideman
Visual Editor

Virginia Walcott
Visual Editor



What the hell is a Scalawag?
● Started in 2014 through a kickstarter campaign raising about $34k; 

founded by 3 white folks, 2 from the South. 
● For 3 years was an all volunteer team, began as a quarterly print 

publication with a subscription model, and mission was to shift the 
narratives of the South or elevate untold narratives.

● Now we’re a team of 7 soon to be 9; everyone but Lovey is part-time. 
Scalawag is Black and queer-led with a digital-first, membership-driven 
model. 

● In the last two years we’ve experienced a TON of growth going from budget 
of about $200k to $452k and 19k monthly unique visitors to 45k.



● We had just shifted our focus, our theory of change, and 
our team, but no one knew.

● We only had one product— a beautiful print magazine that 
cost $$$ and wasn’t bringing in subscriptions and that we 
could not measure the impact of. 

● We covered a huge region with only a tiny team. 
● Our audience was basically all white and older. 

Our Challenge



We’re gathered here today...
GROUP AGREEMENTS
● Be present, active, and 

committed to process
● Listen and seek to 

understand and not to react
● Be flexible
● Ask questions
● There is no right or wrong; 

our work is infinite 



JAMBOARD

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1iNZ_OgpujI2S6J6Qr9RJgG5UXsMDLhep7MvBfWUSMbs/edit?usp=sharing


Where we started: Scalawag circa 2015
Scalawag will build a freer and more just South by telling important stories, cultivating original 
thought, and fostering inclusive civic conversations. 

We believe these goals are inextricably linked. Our storytelling and written thought will provide 
new, diverse vantage points on the South, and thus create spaces for new conversations; these 
conversations, in turn, will offer a foundation for new and better possibilities in our politics and in 
the many ways we live together. 

Toward these ends, we will lift up voices that would otherwise go unheard. We will publish the 
South’s best original reporting and sharpest commentary, in print and online. We will provide 
forums for conversation in communities around the South. And we will examine and celebrate the 
diverse joys and sorrows of the South and its people.

Theory of change

Mission

Strategies
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IMPACT: Our current Theory of Change

RIGHT RELATION: We 
are  
in a generative, 
reciprocal  
relationship with  
community, 
organizers, and  
movements. 

COMMUNITY-DRIVEN  
REPORTING: Our  
reporting and storytelling  
is informed and driven by  
the needs of our  
community including our  
partners. Our community  
trusts us to share their  
stories and as a source of  
information because of 
the  
relationships we’ve built  
with them.  

OUTCOMES: 
Storytelling or  
reporting leads to 
an outcome*. 

IMPACT: 
Repeated 
outcomes from  
Scalawag and 
other reporting 
media  
makers in 
conjunction with 
the work of  
movements leads 
to transformational  
change.



Scalawag Reporting Outcomes
● Policy changes that bring us closer to social justice
● Supporting movement work: making it more visible and accessible; political 

education; producing information organizers need to make specific interventions
● Narrative shift: challenging harmful ideologies, changing how people understand 

an issue
● Solidarity: providing a platform for oppressed people to directly leverage power
● Connecting people who share similar visions and values
● Nourishing radical imagination
● Building industry capacity and making pathways to media / art careers for people 

who have historically not had access



BREAKOUT: When I use my radical imagination ...

● 8 mins in your groups
○ 3 mins reflect on your 

own
○ 5 mins to share out

● What is your vision for 
journalism? 30 years from 
now what do you want to 
be true?



North Star & compass: How Scalawag is moving now

Vision: Where are we going
A more just South in which media serves as a liberatory tool.

Mission: What are we going to do to get there
Through journalism and storytelling, Scalawag works in solidarity with oppressed 
communities in the South to disrupt and shift the narratives that keep power and wealth 
in the hands of the few. Collectively, we pursue a more liberated South. 

.



Stay grounded: Values & purpose
Values: What do we believe

● Liberation rooted in self determination and solidarity
● Radical imagination and creativity
● Moving with care and curiosity
● Abundance in community

Purpose: What are we here for

● We build solidarity, community, and consciousness among Southerners. 
● We sit at the intersection of folks that are early in their radicalization and folks that are already 

there connecting them so we can move forward together. 
● We platform theory and amplify practitioners while holding space for all of us to understand 

what links the two. 
● We nourish the radical imagination by facilitating collective “aha” moments that awaken the 

popular imagination to new possibilities and spark social action.



REFLECTION: Who are you considering in 
your work?

● 4 minute individual, 
silent reflection

● What does your 
newsroom’s mission 
or vision mean for 
oppressed people?



Audience 



How we thought about audience in 2015
Scalawag will serve a variety of audiences, and should strive to ensure its 
audience becomes and remains diverse – racially and socioeconomically. 
Inevitably, a core audience at the publication’s outset will be educated, 
well-off, primarily white Southern liberals. Adjacent audiences include 
residents of the South’s major cities, as well as academics and college 
students. Scalawag should not forego the cultivation of these more 
accessible audiences, especially at first. 

Scalawag should seek to use diverse types of storytelling to reach beyond 
these conventional audiences, and should consider means of reaching 
other communities in its distribution planning. 



Our 2018 Audience Survey

● Came out of our participation in 
Table Stakes

● Started as a survey of our email 
list

● Conducted 53 audience 
interviews; 32 with current 
audience and 21 with 
community members that fit the 
profile of folks we wanted to 
reach

● One of the goals of the research 
was to reach more people of 
color to better understand how 
Scalawag could better reflect 
and serve a browner, blacker 
audience.



Three personas emerged:

● Well-educated expats looking for connection back home 
● Folks doing the work looking for inspiration & smart good news; think 

organizers and academics
● News hounds: point of pride to know what’s going on

But ...
● Challenge was these personas were still going to lead us to an 

overwhelmingly white audience and as our team changed we wanted to get 
more intentional about building a browner, Blacker audience

● We knew we needed to build relationships and trust with the audience we 
wanted before they began to read Scalawag; this is how we began to shift 
the conversation to centering vs. targeting

Our 2018 Audience Survey





Centering vs. Targeting
TIP: CENTER before you TARGET

Centering: who are we working with and amplifying for our storytelling? Who would we like to see be a target 
audience in the future?

● Youth/young folks
● Queer folks
● Black, Latinx, Indigenous and AAPI communities
● Movement/community organizers

Target audiences - who is moving through our funnel?
Umbrella: left-leaning Southerners 

● Queer 
● Black   
● People who use our reporting/relate to our brand for their work

○ Movement/community organizers
○ Academic
○ Journalists

● White, justice-oriented/ white folks that want to be anti-racist



BREAKOUT II: Centering vs. targeting

● 8 mins in your groups
○ 3 mins reflect on your 

own
○ 5 mins to share out

● Who does your journalism 
center and who does it 
target?

● Are their people in your 
community that are not 
represented in either 
bucket?









Strengthening our mid-funnel to retain audience 



10 MINUTE BREAK



Right relationship: What we’ve learned about growing 
diverse audiences

● Community-driven journalism starts with contributors and freelancers connected to community

● Our contributors help us deepen relationship with community

● Movement organizers have a plan: that's the solution.

● Many people need more than an article. They need to ask questions, connect with resources, gain 
skills for organizing their neighbors. 

● Marginalized folks probably know more about the problems than you. Sometimes you aren't 
giving them information, you are providing a space for folks and their stories to be acknowledged 
and valued and shared.

● Speak to the soul
● The ROI is trust and audience demographic shifts long before it is revenue from communities of 

color
● Not just about the content also about the products; bigger question of how you’re meeting folks 

where they are



Products & Projects



Ending our print magazine
● We were losing money going to 

print. 
● Our print-subscribing audience 

did not reflect the totality of our 
community. 

● Scalawag has changed and is 
always changing. 

● From an engagement 
standpoint: simplifying our 
offerings and the ways people 
can engage with/support us 
demystifies our audience 
journeys.







Events 





8 in person events in 3 cities, 
7 virtual events, 
4 jubilees,
2 film screenings,
2 rapid responses, 

in 15 months. 



Events are a way to build trust

● Work with partners who have access to the communities you care 
about. Don't just ask them to share your stuff! Share theirs.

● If your speakers and your newsroom are all white, your audience 
will be too.

● It’s not just about diversity; it is about revenue and audience 
saturation. 

● Follow up with everyone, even the haters. Surveys are your friend.





Content
● Technology is easy part. You have content. Use it!

● Use the events to create more content. Repackage the content and turn 
into an article or a potential report to funders.

● If it doesn’t have impact, we don’t care about it.

● Cover areas and target audiences missed by your normal written 
content.

● It can’t be all doom and gloom. That’s not responsible journalism or 
community care. 





HOW CAN YOUR NEWSROOM 
MAKE DOING EVENTS 
SUSTAINABLE?



Go Virtual 
We were spending so much 
money on in person events, 
and they took a lot of team 
time. Virtual events mean we 
can cover our whole region 
from the comfort of our 
homes. 
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Event Template
Once you find a format that 
works, stick with it. Make sure 
that format is aligned with your 
mission goals. Try film 
screenings, panels, author 
talks, virtual dance parties.  

2



Establish Ownership

Events have a lot of moving 
pieces, even virtual ones. Make 
sure your events strategy lives 
with one person who can 
delegate and pull people in as 
needed.  

3



Partner, Partner!

Share the work, the time, the 
audience, and the cost. Events 
de-silo newsrooms & 
community organizations. They 
build news into the heart of our 
ecosystems. 

4



Our Partners
- Pen America
- The Movement Lab
- Full Frame Theatre
- Dynamite Hill-Smithfield Community Land Trust
- GASP Group
- PANIC
- Eco Action
- Durham Beyond Policing 
- Center for Documentary Film at Duke
- Mossville Project
- SONG
- NC Environmental Justice Network
- Press On
- Highlander Center
- Appalshop
- 100 Thousand Poets for Change
- Magic City Poetry Festival 
- Auburn Research Library 
- Chalkbeat
- NC Legalaid 
- Jane’s Place 
- And more  



 Hey look! It’s Irving Washington!

Membership 





Right relationship is 
reciprocal. A part of 
being of us being in 
relationship with our 
communities is them 
becoming members.
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Top left: Durham, NC
Top right: Atlanta, GA
Bottom: Birmingham, AL



Community Foundations

Deep, meaningful connection with community means we can ask 
both individuals and institutions in our hometowns to support our 
work! 



Out of 4,015 views on our membership landing page over the 
last 6 months, 2,143 (over half) came from stories.

Events are not the only way 
we grow membership!



EOY campaign & membership drive



What now, what next 



Questions & thank you!


